
Cacela Velha, the native village of the
poet Ibn Darraj al-Qastali (958-1030), was
described at the beginning of the 12th

century by the geographer Al-Idrisi as
 “a fortress built by the sea (…) that is
well populated and has many vegetable
gardens and orchards with fig trees”.
On  the coast, the calm sea was good for
fishing and the gathering of bivalve and
mollusks in abundance, activities  which
are still practiced today.  On the Ria,
breathing with the rhythm of the tides
and the migration of birds, Cacela
preserves an unique historical heritage
and important archeological remains
of the peoples who wandered through
its territory.
From Cacela Velha, passing through
the fertile lands of Barrocal, we discover
a landscape that recalls the descriptions
of the geographers and poets of
Al-Andaluz, with old rural properties and

farms surrounded by vegetable gardens,
orchards, orange groves, fields of carob
trees, almond and fig trees, where norias,
aqueducts and ponds ensured until quite
recently the elevation and directing of
the water for irrigation. A cultural
landscape transformed by man century
after century, where it is possible to find
both Roman and Arab remains, as well
as that of the populations that came
after them.
Santa Rita stands at the frontier between
the Barrocal lands and the mountain.
An old settlement, with a pottery
tradition and houses located around
the small church dedicated to the Saint
of  “impossible causes”. To the north,
the houses and their adjacent buildings
are the witnesses of a rural architecture
marked by the topography, the climate,
cultural traditions and raw materials
provided by nature.

Factory
Until recently it was still possible to see
the remains of the old ceramic factory.
Founded in 1892 by the Companhia
Algarviense, it remained open until around
1940. It had a small dock which allowed
the shippment of their products (bricks,
roofing and wall tiles) through Ria Formosa.

Quinta da Manta Rota’s roman villa *
Roman villa dating from the 3rd century AD.
Estácio da Veiga and Leite Vasconcelos had
recorded at the end of the 19th century
numerous surface finds of ceramics. In 1922,
archeological digs revealed a pottery that
produced amphora.

Terra Branca’s farmstead *
An 18th century agricultural farm of great
architectural interest point of view and is still
in use today, cultivating crops and rearing
animals. The property consists of a house with
a pitched roof, warehouses, wine cellars, cow
barns, pig sties, oven, threshing floor, well
and vegetable garden.

Santa Rita’s church
An 18th century church composed of a nave,
an apse with dome and choir. An image of
the Patron Saint (Santa Rita, the saint of
impossible causes) made of wood is still
venerated and has given the village its name.

Limewash ovens
A group of around ten limewash ovens
made of schist stonemasonry. They denote
the importance of limewash production
in Santa Rita, much appreciated to whitewash
houses and stuccoes. One of the ovens
is still operational and another was recently
restored.

Fountain and old well
Old fountain with a square plan and
a dome, with no water since the well was built.
Known as the original sanctuary because,
according to the legend, Santa Rita would
have appeared here first. Nearby is the old
well, a more recent construction, where the
population used to go to fetch water and let
the animals drink in the basins. The village
women used to wash clothes in the stream
thrashing them on the “rubbing” stones and,
more recently, in the wash tubs.

Megalithic tomb
Identified and excavated in the first decade
of 2000, it is composed of a funerary chamber
with a rectangular plan and a long passage.
It is part of the social and funerary practices
of the 3rd millennium BC in the SW of the
Iberian Peninsula and is related to other tombs
excavated by Estácio da Veiga in Cacela,
two of which were classified as National
Monuments but have, however disappeared
in the meantime.

Ribeira das Hortinhas’ roman dam *
One of the oldest hydraulic monuments in
the region. Dating to the 5th/ 6th century AD,
it was built to provide water for one of the
many villae located on the coast.

Laranjeiras’ noria *
A noria (bucket wheel for raising water),
an aqueduct and a tank inside the walled
compound encompassing an orchard and
a vegetable garden. The water from the
noria is still used to water the plants,
however nowadays it is brought up by an
electric pump.

Fonte Santa’s spring and noria *
Spring in the middle of a stream, with water
all year round, which has, according to the
locals healing virtues.
The noria dating from the 19th century has
a vaulted arch and aqueduct that leads
the water to the tank and from there
to the orange grove.

Torre de Frade’s farmstead *
Old farm with two-story building, dating from
the beginning of the 20th century, houses,
stables and agricultural warehouses.  It has
a silo, a well and a flower and vegetable
garden. In 1755, it was owned by Paulist
monks from Tavira.

Arrife’s windmill *
Recently restored windmill.  Built probably
in the second half of the 19th century it
was still operational at the beginning
of the 20th century. Roman remains were
found in the vicinity.

Monte do Pomar
Small mountain settlement composed by
houses made of schist stonemasonry, ovens
for baking bread, hay warehouses, dovecote
and pig sties. The wells at the entrance of the
vegetable gardens are worthy of note.

* private property
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Paths through the visible
and invisible heritage of Cacela

The fortified cities were conquered
For their power they were under siege
The cities by the sea for their wealth

But Cacela
Was desired only for its beauty

SOPHIA DE MELLO BREYNER ANDRESEN
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1. Fortress
The first reference to the fortress (Hisn) dates from
the 10th century. During the Islamic period, the
entrance of ships in  the Ria on their way to the
cities of Tavira e Faro was controlled from here.
Maintenance and restoration work has been
constant trough the centuries. It was greatly
damaged during the 1775 earthquake and rebuilt
at the end of the 18th century.

3. Church of Nossa Senhora da Assunção
Built in the 16th century, it suffered extensive
damage during the 1755 earthquake and was
rebuilt in 1795. To be noted are the Renaissance
portico and the beautiful Late Gothic lateral portal.
Inside it’s formed by three naves and the 16th

century chapel dedicated to Nossa Senhora
dos Mártires is worthy of note.

3. Parsonage
A robust 16th century building made of rammed-
-earth supported by buttresses.

4. Old cemetery
It was finished in 1834/36 and was closed in 1918,
after a large number of deaths caused by
pneumonic flue. It still has an ossuary and a tomb.
Archeological digs in the interior revealed 14th

century residential structures.

5. Cistern
Probably built after the 1755 earthquake, to supply
water and encourage the settlement of population
in the place where the old Pelourinho was.
The manual wheel pump on top facilitated
the elevation of water.

6. Municipal council houses
This group of 16th century ground floor buildings
corresponds to the old municipal council house,
the prison and the stables. One of the few
testimonies of the period Cacela was the
headquarters of the Council, after a Charter issued
by King D. Dinis in 1283. The statute it kept until
1774, when it was declared extinct by the Marquis
of Pombal.

7. Walls
A few stretches of the ramparts that encompassed
the islamic settlement have survived. They were
rebuilt successively during the following periods.
The eastern wall was recently restored. In the
south it has been reinforced by stonemasonry.

8. Islamic neighbourhood and Christian
necropolis
Remains of the Islamic residential quarters of the
Almoada period (1st half of the 13th century) with
houses, streets and drainage systems, under a
Christian necropolis (14th to 16th centuries) with
more than fifty tombs.

9. Cacela’s river fossil site
This site, with a recognised scientific and
patrimonial value, can be seen on the banks of
the Cacela river, where sedimentary rocks of the
Upper Miocene period (7-9 millions years old),
surface. In this area it is possible to see a great
variety of fossils of mollusks, bivalve and
gastropods in an excellent state of preservation.

10. Quinta do Muro’s roman oven *

A Roman oven (3rd century AD) of ceramics used
for construction and ordinary pottery. Probably
integrated in a villa or in a small settlement that
developed between the present village and the
western part of Quinta do Muro. Salting tubs and
marble sculptures were found in this area.

*private property
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Cacela Velha

Tell Spring:
open the clouds of your cloak
and raise your veils
over the places where I played
in my childhood.

IBN DARRAJ AL-QASTALLI (958 - 1030)

CACELA
VELHA

The light ripens the
stones and figs on the road side
sweetens the carob trees breaking open the
grey shell of the
almonds and loosens them
we shake lightly with a rod
those that remain
on the branches;
in the warehouse of the farm they are piled
to be pealed
in the summer

GASTÃO CRUZ
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